Survey Sinking
Claerbout: Reflected wavefield extrapolated to depth z = solution p(m, h, z, t) of
  p where s = m − h is source x, r = m + h is receiver x, and m and h are (subsurface, not survey!) midpoint and half-offset.
Initial value at z = 0 is data: p(m, h, 0, t) = d(m, h, t).
Assumes upcoming reflected wavefield, zero phase wavelet,... This paper: 2D propagation -3D description similar with common azimuth approximation (Biondi and Palacharla, 1996) . 7
Depth Stepping
Operator square roots must be approximated -we used the Generalized Screen Propagator ("GSP") approach (Wu, 1994) , following DeHoop and Le Rousseau (2000) .
After discretization in depth, extrapolation given by
where H n [v] = GSP approximation to DSR operator, using velocity values in nth depth slab {z n ≤ z ≤ z n+1 }, and p n (m, h, t) = p(m, h, z n , t).
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Imaging and Focusing
Claerbout's imaging principle:
• Image extracted from extrapolated field at zero time, zero offset:
• If velocity model is correct, then energy in zero time field (offset image gather) is focused at zero (subsurface) offset: Differential Semblance for DSR Measure focusing of offset image gathers by (1) scaling by h, (2) taking mean square:
Theory: in ray-theoretic limit, presumption is correct (De Hoop & Stolk, 2001; De Hoop et al, 2005 ) -need assume only absence of turning rays, consistent with DSR.
[Note: analogous principle fails eg. for Kirchhoff common offset migration if multipathing occurs -imaging artifacts (Stolk & WWS 2004) .] 10
The Algorithm
Because J DS is smooth and (perhaps) unimodal, can use rapidly convergent quasiNewton algorithm.
• Limited memory variant of Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (Nocedal, 1980 -available through Netlib);
• Velocity parametrization -bicubic splines, sigmoid representation to enforce bounds;
• Gradient computation -adjoint state method applied to DSR. 
